March 25, 2019

REGARDING: ITD RFSQL's 19-D1 through D6 - A&E Rosters – ADDENDUM 1

This ADDENDUM 1 is sent to answer questions received for the Request for Statements of Qualifications for the Idaho Transportation Department’s, Districts 1 through 6, Architect and Engineer Rosters.

1) **QUESTION:** We provide a number of engineering services, structural, electrical, mechanical, civil site etc. Do we need to fill out a consulting engineering firm information form for each discipline, or only if there are a sub and teaming with us?

   **ANSWER:** Yes, the ITD would like the submitting Architectural firm to submit an engineering firm form for each engineering discipline they propose as the ideal A&E team.

2) In the base of the proposal, I'm assuming we could have one overall company profile and then project approach/experience for each discipline, or are these treated as individual proposals for each discipline?

   **ANSWER:** Yes, one overall company profile and project approach. The individual engineering disciplines will not be treated as individual proposals. The Engineering firms submitted by the Architectural firm will work as a sub-contractor for the contracted Architectural firm. ITD’s ideal A&E teams will consist of the Architectural firm and the following engineering services, at a minimum; however, an A&E Team that does not include all of the disciplines listed below will be considered as well. The ITD will select the appropriate A&E Team from the Roster which best meets the needs of the individual ITD projects.

   Electrical
   Mechanical
   Structural
   Civil
   Landscape
   GeoTechnical

These questions and answers do not change the due dates of the RFSQLs.

   19-D1-AE – District 1 Roster – due before April 17, 2019 at 3:00:00 P.M., PT
   19-D2-AE – District 2 Roster – due before April 17, 2019 at 9:00:00 A.M., PT
   19-D3-AE – District 3 Roster – due before April 18, 2019 at 9:00:00 A.M., PT
   19-D4-AE – District 4 Roster – due before April 17, 2019 at 11:00:00 A.M., PT
   19-D5-AE – District 5 Roster – due before April 17, 2019 at 1:00:00 P.M., PT
   19-D6-AE – District 6 Roster – due before April 18, 2019 at 11:00:00 A.M., PT
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